
The low priced new car market is the

domain of the Lada. For years now, it

has been an attractive proposition

for those looking to spend a minimal

amount of money on a new car. With

the introduction of the four-door

saloon last summer, it now offers

extra versatility to potential buyers.

The Samara is a wholly Lada-

designed project built at the

enormous VAZ plant at Togliatti in

Russia. Samaras are now available

with 1.3-litre and 1.5litre engines with

a total of seven variants offering

three trim levels and three body

styles.

All the new Samaras cost less than

£6,000 ex-works and the entry model

costs just £4295. It is easy to see why

Lada has been such strong

performers in times of recession. Add

this factor to the car's on-the-road

package of a two year/50,000 mile

warranty, six year anti-perforation

warranty and a year's National

Breakdown membership and the

Lada begins to look an attractive

proposition for those whose budget

would otherwise lead them to the

minefield of second-hand ownership.

In recent tears though, the Lada's

niche has been invaded by the VW-

backed Skoda Favorit and Seat Ibiza

models and even Rover have a 1.1-

litre Metro at this price. With the

mighty giants of Citroen, Fiat, Ford

an even VW themselves just a matter

of £500 away from the Lada's pricing,

competition is now fiercer than ever.

We decided to put the £5995

1.5GL saloon through its paces as a

towcar and compare the Lada to

other potential towcars in its market

sector.

TOWING

At first glance, it looks hard to

touch the Samara when it comes to

towing ability. It is the only car under

£6000 to offer a 1.5-litre engine and

certainly the only car of this price that

we would attempt to tow a 700kg

caravan with. This limit is sensibly

imposed by Lada despite the

Samara's 915kg kerbweight and

under no circumstances should you

exceed it when towing.

Indeed, you really should look at

the Lada as something of a unique

vehicle as a towcar, because the

nearest 1.5-litre petrol rival that we

can think of will set you back nearly

£2000 more. Not much of a

difference if you  are in the market for

a new BMW, but that's a third of a car

to a Ladaman.

Perhaps you would have expected

the Lada's 75bhp engine to be rather

tame in comparison with the multi-

valve beauties used by the

Japanese. You would be right.

However, multi-valve technology

often takes away much of a car's low-

down and mid-range pulling power

so essential for towing. The Lada

engine may be something of a

workhorses, but towing, at least, it is

actually pretty usable, with 78lb.ft of

torque available at 3500rpm.

We were quite a bit pushed to find

a caravan to hook up the Lada, but

eventually settled on a 1990

Fleetwood Colchester 1150/2 which

we weighed at 750kg. Bang on the

Lada's limit

Pulling way presented no problems

for the Samara, whose power

delivery certainly isn't dramatic. The

result is that the front wheels aren't

left wanting for grip and the process

is something of a slow, but smooth

acceleration through the gears.

With this kind of weight on tow, we

found 60mph to be a rarely

encountered luxury. Fifth gear is a

waste of time for towing and it doesn't

take much of an incline to leave

fourth wanting too. However, away

from the motorways, the Lada and

caravan are capable of travelling at

50mph with stability and sure-

footedness absent from any other

sub-£6000 car.

The Lada's suspension seems to

soft for towing at first, and indeed as

speeds decline, the ride quality can

leave something to be desired as the

Samara wallows over road

undulations and comes down on the

other side with a clunk on its

bumpstops. A piffling 45kg nose-

weight limit underlines the Samara's

frailties here and limits the Lada's

use to the family with a very light

caravan who definitely aren't in a

hurry.

After some 150 miles of towing, I

was left with thew conclusion that

The Lada is actually quite a relaxed

and competent towcar and I could

wholeheartedly recommend it for

towing except for one factor. The

brakes are appalling and gave me

quite the most frightening experience

I've ever had towcar testing. The first

time I braked with the caravan on the

back, I was quite sure a Russian

production line worker had

deliberately forgotten to fit any

brakes just because I don't like vodka

very much! They don't get much

better solo, but the manual says that

the car has a load sensitive pressure

regulator. Mine wasn't working!

The caravanner will find himself

short of items like a rev-counter , but



Dated interior leaves much room for improvement 1.5-litre engine pulls well through the mid range but lacks ultimate power

Rear seat legroom can become a bit restricted Driver accommodation is spacious 

Headlamp adjuster dial - ours was
removable 

Towing bracket is a very basic design
and sockets come close to grounding
when towing

that's not unusual for budget cars.

You will find a switch for internal

adjustment of the headlamp angle.

Don't grip too hard. Ours came off!

If you own a caravan, folder or

trailer tent with a maximum gross

weight of less that 750kg, to find a

good towcar you won't need to spend

more than £6000.

SOLO

The three box design of the

Samara saloon is rather dated, but

not unattractive, and is at least,

readily identifiable in these days of

Euroblandstyling.

Our car was actually quite well

equipped with a sunroof, decent

removable four-speaker stereo and a

sporty three-spoke steering wheel.

While brakes would have been very

nice, the Lada is let down severely by

its build quality and positively ugly

interior. Black plastic without a

curved corner in sight must surely

now be out of fashion even in Russia.

Once I got over the initial horror of

sitting behind the wheel - rather akin

to encountering a roller coaster for

the first time - I actually enjoyed

driving the Lada. I has a short, sporty

gearshift, and can be thrown around

with quite a lot of fun and a degree of

competence. I can see why people

actually rally them. After a few days, I

even started parking it outside my

own house rather than leaving it

further down the street!

Seating space and luggage space

is good, although rear passengers

behind a tall driver have little

legroom. The boot is very large and

with the folding rear seat, load space

can be increase to 25.4cu.ft.

The Lada Samara - in practically

any form you care to choose - is

certainly a better towcar than it is a

solo vehicle. To the caravanner

looking for a cheap new car, it has no

competitors other than those in the

pages of Exchange and Mart. Sadly,

the package is now very dated and

Lada must turn over a new leaf in

terms of design and build quality for

their success story to continue.

  GENERAL DATA

Engine: 4-cylinder transverse

Capacity: 1499cc

Compression ratio: 9.9:1

Maximum power output: 76bhp
@5600rpm

Maximum torque: 78lb.ft@ 3500rpm

Fuel system: petrol, twin-choke
downdraught carb

Steering: rack and pinion

Brakes: discs front, drums rear

Tyres: 165/70SR13

Kerbweight: 915kg

Maker's towing limit: 750kg

Suspension: front, independent,
Macpherson struts, lower transverse
arms, tie rod, telescopic shocks and
anti-roll bar. Rear. coil springs, longi-
tudinal lever arms and telescopic
dampers.

Transmission: five-speed manual,
front wheel drive

Insurance Group: 6

Price at time of test: £5995 not in-
cluding towing bracket and electrics

Basic price: £5995 (£6370 on the
road)

Options: metallic paint, £125: cata-
lytic convertor, £285


